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Abstract

In the classicalk-median problem, we are given a metric
space and would like to openk centers so as to minimize the
sum (over all the vertices) of the distance of each vertex to its
nearest open center. In this paper, we consider the following
generalization of the problem: instead of opening at most
k centers, what if each center belongs to one ofT different
types, and we are allowed to open at mostki centers of type
i (for eachi=1, 2, . . . , T ). The caseT = 1 is the classical
k-median, and the case ofT = 2 is the red-blue median
problem for which Hajiaghayi et al. [ESA 2010] recently
gave a constant-factor approximation algorithm.

Even more generally, what if the set of open centers
had to form an independent set from a matroid? In this
paper, we give a constant factor approximation algorithm for
suchmatroid medianproblems. Our algorithm is based on
rounding a natural LP relaxation in two stages: in the first
step, we sparsify the structure of the fractional solution while
increasing the objective function value by only a constant
factor. This enables us to write another LP in the second
phase, for which the sparsified LP solution is feasible. We
then show that this second phase LP is in fact integral;
the integrality proof is based on a connection to matroid
intersection.

We also consider the penalty version (alternately, the so-
called prize collecting version) of the matroid median prob-
lem and obtain a constant factor approximation algorithm for
it. Finally, we look at the Knapsack Median problem (in
which the facilities have costs and the set of open facilities
need to fit into a Knapsack) and get a bicriteria approxima-
tion algorithm which violates the Knapsack bound by a small
additive amount.
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1 Introduction

The k-median problem is an extensively studied location
problem. Given ann-vertex metric space(V, d) and a bound
k, the goal is to locate/openk centersC ⊆ V so as to
minimize the sum of distances of each vertex to its nearest
open center. (The distance of a vertex to its closest open
center is called its connection cost.) The first constant-factor
approximation algorithm fork-median on general metrics
was by Charikar et al. [7]. The approximation ratio was later
improved in a sequence of papers [16, 15, 6] to the currently
best-known guarantee of3 + ǫ (for any constantǫ > 0)
due to Arya et al. [3]. A number of techniques have been
successfully applied to this problem, such as LP rounding,
primal-dual and local search algorithms.

Motivated by applications in Content Distribution Net-
works, Hajiaghayi et al. [12] introduced a generalization
of k-median where there aretwo typesof vertices (red and
blue), and the goal is to locate at mostkr red centers andkb
blue centers so as to minimize the sum of connection costs.
For thisred-blue medianproblem, [12] gave a constant factor
approximation algorithm. In this paper, we consider a sub-
stantially more general setting where there are an arbitrary
numberT of vertex-types with bounds{ki}Ti=1, and the goal
is to locate at mostki centers of each type-i so as to minimize
the sum of connection costs. These vertex-types denote dif-
ferent types of servers in the Content Distribution Networks
applications; the result in [12] only holds forT = 2.

In fact, we study an even more general problem where
the set of open centers have to form an independent set in
a given matroid, with the objective of minimizing sum of
connection costs. This formulation captures several intricate
constraints on the open centers, and contains as special cases:
the classick-median (uniform matroid of rankk), and the
CDN applications above (partition matroid withT parts).
Our main result is a constant-factor approximation algorithm
for thisMatroid Medianproblem.

1.1 Our Results and Techniques In this paper we intro-
duce the Matroid Median problem, which is a natural gener-
alization ofk-median, and obtain a 16-approximation algo-
rithm for it. Thus it also gives the first constant approxima-
tion for thek-median problem with multiple (more than two)
vertex-types, which was introduced in [12].



For the standardk-median problem (and also red-blue
median), it is easy to obtain anO(log n)-approximation al-
gorithm using probabilistic tree-embeddings [9], and exactly
solving the problem on a tree (via a dynamic program).
However, even this type of guarantee is not obvious for the
Matroid Median problem, since the problem on a tree-metric
does not look particularly easier.

Our algorithm is based on the natural LP-relaxation
and is surprisingly simple. Essentially, the main insight is
in establishing a connection to matroid intersection. The
algorithm computes an optimal LP solution and rounds it in
two phases, the key points of which are described below:

• The first phase sparsifies the LP solution while increas-
ing the objective value by a constant factor. This is
somewhat similar to the LP-rounding algorithm fork-
median in Charikar et al. [7]. However we cannot con-
solidate fractionally open centers as in [7]; this is be-
cause the open centers must additionally satisfy the ma-
troid rank constraints. In spite of this, we show that the
vertices and the centers can be clustered into disjoint
‘star-like’ structures.

• This structure ensured by the first phase of rounding
allows us to write (in the second phase) another linear
program for which the sparsified LP solution is feasible,
and has objective value at mostO(1) times the original
LP optimum. Then we show that the second phase LP is
in fact integral, via a relation to the matroid-intersection
polytope. Finally we re-solve the second phase LP to
obtain an extreme point solution, which is guaranteed
to be integral. This corresponds to a feasible solution to
Matroid Median of objective valueO(1) times the LP
optimum.

We next consider thePenalty Matroid Median(a.k.a.
prize-collecting matroid median problem), where a vertex
could either connect to a center incurring the connection
cost, or choose to pay a penalty in the objective function. The
prize-collecting version of several well-known optimization
problems like TSP, Steiner Tree etc., including k-median and
red-blue median have been studied in prior work (See [1, 12]
and the references therein). Extending the idea of the Ma-
troid Median algorithm, we also obtain anO(1) approxima-
tion algorithm for the Penalty version of the problem.

Finally, we look at theKnapsack Medianproblem (a.k.a.
weightedW -median [12]), where the centers have weights
and the open centers must satisfy a knapsack constraint;
the objective is, like before, to minimize the total connec-
tion cost of all the vertices. For this problem we obtain a
16-approximation algorithm that violates the knapsack con-
straint by anadditivefmax term (wherefmax is the maxi-
mum opening cost of any center). This algorithm is again
based on the natural LP relaxation, and follows the same ap-
proach as for Matroid Median. However, the second phase

LP here is not integral (it contains the knapsack problem
as a special case). Instead we obtain the claimed bicri-
teria approximation by using the iterative rounding frame-
work [10, 14, 20, 17]. It is easy to see that our LP-relaxation
for the Knapsack Median problem has unbounded integrality
gap, if we do not allow any violation in the knapsack con-
straint (see eg. [6]). Moreover, we show that the integrality
gap remains unbounded even after the addition ofknapsack-
cover inequalities[5] to the basic LP relaxation. We leave
open the question of obtaining anO(1)-approximation for
Knapsack Median without violating the knapsack constraint.

1.2 Related Work The first approximation algorithm for
the metrick-median problem was due to Lin and Vitter [18]
who gave an algorithm that for anyǫ > 0, produced a so-
lution of objective at most2(1 + 1

ǫ ) while opening at most
(1 + ǫ)k centers; this was based on the filtering technique
for rounding the natural LP relaxation. The first approxima-
tion algorithm that opened onlyk centers was due to Bar-
tal [4], via randomized tree embedding (mentioned earlier).
Charikar et al. [7] obtained the firstO(1)-approximation al-
gorithm for k-median, by rounding the LP relaxation; they
obtained an approximation ratio of6 2

3 . The approxima-
tion ratio was improved to 6 by Jain and Vazirani [16],
using the primal dual technique. Charikar and Guha [6]
further improved the primal-dual approach to obtain a 4-
approximation. Later Arya et al. [3] analyzed a natural local
search algorithm that exchanges up top centers in each local
move, and proved a3 + 2

p approximation ratio (for any con-
stantp ≥ 1). Recently, Gupta and Tangwongsan [11] gave
a considerably simplified proof of the Arya et al. [3] result.
It is known that thek-median problem on general metrics is
hard to approximate to a factor better than1 + 2

e . On Eu-
clidean metrics, thek-median problem has been shown to
admit a PTAS by Arora et al. [2].

Very recently, Hajiaghayi et al. [12] introduced the red-
blue median problem — where the vertices are divided into
two categories and there are different bounds on the num-
ber of open centers of each type — and obtained a constant
factor approximation algorithm. Their algorithm uses a local
search using single-swaps for each vertex type. The moti-
vation in [12] came from locating servers in Content Distri-
bution Networks, where there areT server-types and strict
bounds on the number of servers of each type. The red-
blue median problem captured the caseT = 2. It is un-
clear whether their approach can be extended to multiple
server types, since the local search with single swap for each
server-type has neighborhood sizenΩ(T ). Furthermore, even
a (T − 1)-exchange local search has large locality-gap– see
AppendixA. Hence it is not clear how to apply local search
to MatroidMedian, even in the case of a partition matroid.
[12] also discusses the difficulty in applying the Lagrangian
relaxation approach (see [16]) to the red-blue median prob-
lem; this is further compounded in theMatroidMedian prob-



lem since there are exponentially many constraints on the
centers.

The most relevant paper to ours with regard to the
rounding technique is Charikar et al. [7]: our algorithm
builds on many ideas used in their work to obtain our
approximation algorithm.

For the penaltyk-median problem, the best known
bound is a3-approximation due to Hajiaghayi et al. [12] that
improves upon a previous4-approximation due to Charikar
and Guha [6]. Hajiaghayi et al. also consider the penalty
version of the red-blue median problem and give a constant
factor approximation algorithm.

The knapsack median problem admits a bicriteria ap-
proximation ratio via the filtering technique [18]. The cur-
rently best known tradeoff [6] implies for any ǫ > 0, a
(

1 + 2
ǫ

)

-approximation in the connection costs while vio-
lating the knapsack constraint by amultiplicative (1 + ǫ)
factor. Charikar and Guha [6] also shows that for each
ǫ > 0, it is not possible to obtain a trade-off better than
(

1 + 1
ǫ , 1 + ǫ

)

relative to the natural LP. On the other hand,
our result implies a(16, 1 + ǫ)-tradeoff innO(1/ǫ) time for
each ǫ > 0; this algorithm uses enumeration combined
with the natural LP-relaxation. As mentioned in [12], an
O(log n)-approximation is achievable for knapsack median
(without violation of the knapsack constraint) via a reduction
to tree-metrics, since the problem on trees admits a PTAS.

2 Preliminaries

The input to theMatroidMedian problem consists of a finite
set of verticesV and a distance functiond : V × V → R≥0

which is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e.
d(u, v) + d(v, w) ≥ d(u,w) for all u, v, w ∈ V . Such a
tuple(V, d) is called a finite metric space. We are also given
a matroidM, with ground setV and set of independent
setsI(M) ⊆ 2V . The goal is to open an independent set
S ∈ I(M) of centers such that the sum

∑

u∈V d(u, S) is
minimized; hered(u, S) = minv∈S d(u, v) is the connection
cost of vertexu. We assume some familiarity with matroids,
for more details see eg. [19].

In the penalty version, additionally a penalty function
p : V → R≥0 is provided and the objective is now modified
to minimize

∑

u∈V d(u, S)(1 − h(u)) + p(u)h(u). Here
h : V → {0, 1} is an indicator function that is1 if the
corresponding vertex is not assigned to a center and therefore
pays a penalty and0 otherwise.

The KnapsackMedian problem (aka weightedW -
median [12]) is similarly defined. We are given a finite
metric space(V, d), non-negative weights{fi}i∈V (repre-
senting facility costs) and a boundF . The goal is to open
centersS ⊆ V such that

∑

j∈S fj ≤ F and the objective
∑

u∈V d(u, S) is minimized (Section5).

2.1 An LP Relaxation for MatroidMedian In the follow-
ing linear program,yv is the indicator variable for whether

vertexv ∈ V is opened as a center, andxuv is the indicator
variable for whether vertexu is served by centerv. Then,
the following LP is a valid relaxation for theMatroidMedian

problem.

minimize
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)xuv

(LP1)

subject to
∑

v∈V

xuv = 1 ∀u ∈ V(2.1)

xuv ≤ yv ∀u ∈ V, v ∈ V(2.2)
∑

v∈S

yv ≤ rM(S) ∀S ⊆ V(2.3)

xuv, yv ≥ 0 ∀u, v ∈ V(2.4)

If xuv and yv are restricted to only take values0 or
1, then this is easily seen to be an exact formulation for
MatroidMedian. The first constraint models the requirement
that each vertexu must be connected to some centerv,
and the second one requires that it can do so only if the
centerv is opened, i.e.xuv = 1 only if yv is also set to
1. The constraints (2.3) are the matroid rank-constraint on
the centers: they model the fact that the open centers form
an independent set with respect to the matroidM. Here
rM : 2V → Z≥0 is therank-functionof the matroid, which
is monotone and submodular. The objective function exactly
measures the sum of the connection costs of each vertex.
(It is clear that given integrally open centersy ∈ {0, 1}V ,
each vertexu ∈ V setsxuv = 1 for its closest centerv
with yv = 1.) Let Opt denote an optimal solution of the
givenMatroidMedian instance, and letLPOpt denote the LP
optimum value. From the above discussion, we have that,

LEMMA 2.1. The LP costLPOpt is at most the cost of an
optimal solutionOpt.

2.2 Solving the LP: The Separation Oracle Even though
the LP relaxation has an exponential number of constraints,
it can be solved in polynomial time (using the Ellipsoid
method) assuming we can, in polynomial time, verify if a
candidate solution(x, y) satisfies all the constraints. Indeed,
consider any fractional solution(x, y). Constraints (2.1),
and (2.2) can easily be verified inO(n2) time, one by one.

Constraint (2.3) corresponds to checking if the fractional
solution{yv : v ∈ V } lies in the matroid polytope forM.
Checking (2.3) is equivalent to seeing whether:

min
S⊆V

(

rM(S)−
∑

v∈S

yv

)

≥ 0.

Since the rank-functionrM is submodular, so is the function
f(S) := rM(S) −

∑

v∈S yv. So the above condition
(and hence (2.3)) can be checked using submodular function



minimization, eg. [19, 13]. There are also more efficient
methods for separating over the matroid polytope – refer
to [19, 8] for more details on efficiently testing membership
in matroid polyhedra. Thus we can obtain an optimal LP
solution in polynomial time.

3 The Rounding Algorithm for MatroidMedian

Let (x∗, y∗) denote the optimal LP solution. Our rounding
algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, we
only alter thex∗

uv variables such that the modified solution,
while still being feasible to the LP, is also very sparse in
its structure. In the second stage, we write another LP
which exploits the sparse structure, for which the modified
fractional solution is feasible, and the objective function
has not increased by more than a constant factor. We then
proceed to show that the new LP in fact corresponds to an
integral polytope. Thus we can obtain an integral solution
where the open centers form an independent set ofM, and
the cost isO(1)LPOpt.

3.1 Stage I: Sparsifying the LP Solution In the first
stage, we follow the outline of the algorithm of Charikar et
al. [7], but we can not directly employ their procedure be-
cause we can’t alter/consolidate they∗v variables in an arbi-
trary fashion (since they need to satisfy the matroid poly-
tope constraints). Specifically, step (i) below is identical to
the first step (consolidating locations) in [7]. The subsequent
steps in [7] do not apply since they consolidate centers; how-
ever using some ideas from [7] and with some additional
work, we obtain the desired sparsification in steps (ii)-(iii)
without altering they∗-variables.

Step (i): Consolidating Clients. We begin with some
notation, which will be useful throughout the paper. For
each vertexu, let LPu =

∑

v∈V d(u, v)x∗
uv denote the

contribution to the objective functionLPOpt of vertex u.
Also, letB(u, r) = {v ∈ V | d(u, v) ≤ r} denote the ball of
radiusr centered at vertexu. For any vertexu, we say that
B(u, 2LPu) is thelocal ball centered atu.

Initialize wu ← 1 for all vertices. Order the vertices
according to non-decreasingLPu values, and let the ordering
be u1, u2, . . . , un. Now consider the vertices in the order
u1, u2, . . . , un. For vertexui, if there exists another vertex
uj with j < i such thatd(ui, uj) ≤ 4LPui

, then set
wuj
← wuj

+ 1, andwui
← 0. Essentially we can think of

movingui to uj for the rest of the algorithm (which is why
we are increasing the weight ofuj and setting the weight of
ui to be zero).

After the above process, letV ′ denote the set of loca-
tions with positive weight, i.e.V ′ = {v |wv > 0}. For the
rest of the paper, we will refer to vertices inV ′ asclients. By
the way we defined this set, it is clear that the following two
observations holds.

OBSERVATION 3.1. For u, v ∈ V ′, we haved(u, v) >

4max(LPu, LPv).

This is true because, otherwise, if (without loss of generality)
LPv ≥ LPu andd(u, v) ≤ 4LPv, then we would have moved
v to u when we were consideringv.

OBSERVATION 3.2.
∑

u∈V ′

wu

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)x∗
uv ≤

∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)x∗
uv

This is because, when we move vertexui to uj , we
replace the term corresponding toLPui

(in the LHS above)
with an additional copy of that corresponding toLPuj

, and
we know by the vertex ordering thatLPui

≥ LPuj
.

Also, the following lemma is a direct consequence of
Markov’s inequality.

LEMMA 3.1. For any clientu ∈ V ′,
∑

v∈B(u,2LPu)
xuv ≥

1/2. In words, each client is fractionally connected to
centers in its local ball to at least an extent of1/2.

Finally, we observe that if we obtain a solution to the
new (weighted) instance and incur a cost ofC, the cost of
the same set of centers with respect to the original instance
is then at mostC + 4LPOpt (the additional distance being
incurred in moving back each vertex to its original location).

We now assume that we have the weighted instance
(with clientsV ′), and are interested in finding a setS ⊆
V of centers to minimize

∑

u∈V ′ wud(u, S). Note that
centers may be chosen from the entire vertex-setV , and
are not restricted toV ′. Consider an LP-solution

(

x1, y∗
)

to this weighted instance, wherex1
uv = x∗

uv for all u ∈
V ′, v ∈ V . Note that

(

x1, y∗
)

satisfies constraints (2.1)-
(2.2) with u ranging overV ′, and also constraint (2.3); so
it is indeed a feasible fractional solution to the weighted
instance. Also, by Observation3.2, the objective value of
(

x1, y∗
)

is
∑

u∈V ′ wu

∑

v∈V d(u, v)x1
uv ≤ LPOpt, i.e. at

most the original LP optimum.
After this step, even though we have made sure that

the clients are well-separated, a clientu ∈ V ′ may be
fractionally dependent on several partially open centers,
as governed by thexuv variables. More specifically, it
may be served by centers which are contained in the ball
B(u, 2LPu), or by centers which are contained in another
ball B(u′, 2LPu′), or some centers which do not lie in any
of the balls around the clients. The subsequent steps further
simplify the structure of these connections.

Remark: To illustrate the high-level intuition behind
our algorithm, suppose it is the case that for allu ∈ V ′,
client u is completely served by centers insideB(u, 2LPu).
Then, we can infer that it is sufficient to open a center inside
each of these balls, while respecting the matroid polytope
constraints. Since we are guaranteed that foru, v ∈ V ′,
B(u, 2LPu) ∩ B(v, 2LPv) = ∅ (from Observation3.1), this



problem reduces to that of finding an independent set in
the intersection ofmatroidM and thepartition matroid
defined by the balls{B(u, 2LPu) |u ∈ V ′} ! Furthermore,
the fractional solution(x∗, y∗) is feasible for the natural
LP-relaxation of the matroid intersection problem. Now,
because the matroid intersection polytope is integral, we can
obtain an integer solution of low cost (relative toLPOpt).

However, the vertices may not in general be fully served
by centers inside their corresponding local balls, as men-
tioned earlier. Nevertheless, we establish some additional
structure (in the next three steps) which enables us to re-
duce to a problem (in Stage II) of intersecting matroidM
with somelaminar constraints(instead of just partition con-
straints as in the above example).

Step (ii): Making the objective function uniform & cen-
ters private. We now simplify connections that any vertex
participates outsides its local ball. We start with the LP-
solution

(

x1, y∗
)

and modify it to another solution
(

x2, y∗
)

.
Initially setx2 ← x1.

(A). For any clientu that depends on a centerv which
is contained in another clientu′’s local ball, we change the
coefficient ofxuv in the objective function fromd(u, v) to
d(u, u′). Because the clients are well-separated, this changes
the total cost only by a small factor. Formally,

d(u, v) ≥ d(u, u′)− 2LPu′ Sincev ∈ B(u′, 2LPu′)

≥ d(u, u′)− d(u, u′)/2 From Obs3.1

≥ (1/2)d(u, u′)

Thus we can write:

∑

u∈V ′

wu





∑

u′∈V ′\u

d(u, u′)
∑

v∈B(u′,2LPu′ )

x2
uv



(3.5)

≤ 2
∑

u∈V ′

wu

∑

u′∈V ′\u

∑

v∈B(u′,2LPu′ )

d(u, v)x1
uv

(B). We now simplify centers that are not contained in
any local ball, and ensure that each such center has only
one client dependent on it. Consider any vertexv ∈ V
which does not lie in any local ball, and has at least two
clients dependent on it. Let these clients beu0, u1, . . . , uk

ordered such thatd(u0, v) ≤ d(u1, v) ≤ . . . ≤ d(uk, v).
The following claim will be useful for re-assignment.

CLAIM 3.1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, d(ui, u0) ≤ 2d(ui, v).
Furthermore, for any vertexv′ ∈ B(u0, 2LPu0

), d(ui, v
′) ≤

3d(ui, v).

Proof. From the way we have ordered the clients, we
know thatd(ui, v) ≥ d(u0, v); so d(ui, u0) ≤ d(ui, v) +
d(u0, v) ≤ 2d(ui, v) for all i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. Also, if v′

is some center inB(u0, 2LPu0
), then we haved(ui, v

′) ≤

d(ui, u0) + 2LPu0
≤ (3/2)d(ui, u0), where in the final in-

equality we have used Observation3.1. Therefore, we have
d(ui, v

′) ≤ 3d(ui, v) for any v′ ∈ B(u0, 2LPu0
), which

proves the claim.

Now, for each1 ≤ i ≤ k, we remove the connec-
tion (ui, v) (ie. x2

uiv ← 0) and arbitrarily increase con-
nections (for a total extentx1

uiv) to edges(ui, v
′) for v′ ∈

B(u0, 2LPu0
) while maintaining feasibility (i.ex2

uiv′ ≤ y∗v′).
But we are ensured that a feasible re-assignment exists be-
cause for every clientui, the extent to which it is connected
outside its ball is at most1/2, and we are guaranteed that
the total extent to which centers are opened inB(u0, 2LPu0

)
is at least1/2 (Lemma3.1). Therefore, we can completely
remove any connectionui might have tov and re-assign it to
centers inB(u0, 2LPu0

) and for each of these reassignments,
we used(ui, u0) as the distance coefficient. From Claim3.1
and observing that the approximation on cost is performed
ondisjointset of edges in(A) and(B), we obtain that:
(3.6)
∑

u∈V ′

wu

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)x2
uv ≤ 2 ·

∑

u∈V ′

wu

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)x1
uv.

After this step, we have that for each centerv not
contained in any ball around the clients, there is only one
client, sayu, which depends on it. In this case, we say that
v is aprivate centerto clientu. Let P(u) denote the set of
all vertices that are either contained inB(u, 2LPu), or are
private to clientu. Notice thatP(u) ∩ P(u′) = ∅ for any
two clientsu, u′ ∈ V ′. Also denotePc(u) := V \ P(u) for
anyu ∈ V ′.

We further change the LP-solution from
(

x2, y∗
)

to
(

x3, y∗
)

as follows. Inx3 we ensure that any client which
depends on centers in other clients’ local balls, will in fact
dependonly on centers in the local ball of its nearest other
client. For any clientu, we reassign all connections (inx2)
to Pc(u) to centers ofB(u′, 2LPu′) (in x3) whereu′ is the
closest other client tou. This is possible because the total
reassignment for each client is at most half and every local-
ball has at least half unit of centers. Clearly the value of
(

x3, y∗
)

under the new objective is at most that of
(

x2, y∗
)

,
by the way we have altered the objective function.

Now, for eachu ∈ V ′, if we let η(u) ∈ V ′ \ {u} denote
the closest other client tou, thenu depends only on centers in
P(u) andB

(

η(u), 2LPη(u)

)

. Thus, the new objective value
of
(

x3, y∗
)

is exactly:

∑

u∈V ′

wu





∑

v∈P(u)

d(u, v)x3
uv + d(u, η(u))(1−

∑

v∈P(u)

x3
uv)





≤ 2 · LPOpt(3.7)

Observe that we retained for eachu ∈ V ′ only the xuv-
variables withv ∈ P(u); this suffices because all other



xuw-variables (withw ∈ Pc(u)) pay the same coefficient
d(u, η(u)) in the objective (due to the changes made in(A)
and(B)). Since the cost of the altered solution is at most that
of
(

x2, y∗
)

, we get the same bound of2LPOpt.
Furthermore, for any clientu which depends on a private

centerv ∈ P(u) \ B(u, 2LPu), it must be thatd(u, v) ≤
d(u, η(u)); otherwise, we can re-assign this(uv) connection
to a centerv′ ∈ B(η(u), 2LPη(u)) and improve in the
(altered) objective function; again we use the fact thatu
might depend onP(u) \ B(u, 2LPu) to total extent at most
half andB(η(u), 2LPη(u)) has at least half unit of open
centers.

To summarize, the above modifications ensure that frac-
tional solution

(

x3, y∗
)

satisfies the following:

(i) For any two clientsu, u′ ∈ V ′, we haved(u, u′) >
4max(LPu, LPu′). In words, this means that all clients
are well-separated.

(ii) For each centerv that does not belong to any ball
B(u, 2LPu), we have only one client that depends on
it.

(iii) Each client u depends only on centers in its ball, its
private centers, and centers in the ball of its nearest
client. The extent to which it depends on centers of the
latter two kinds is at most1/2.

(iv) If client u depends on a private centerv, d(u, v) ≤
d(u, u′) for any other clientu′ ∈ V ′.

(v) The total cost under the modified objective is at most
2 · LPOpt.

Step (iii): Building Small Stars. Let us modify mapping
η slightly: for eachu ∈ V ′, if it only depends (under LP
solution x3) on centers inP(u) (ie. centers in its local
ball or its private centers) then resetη(u) ← u. Consider
a directed dependency graph on just the clientsV ′, having
arc-set{(u, η(u))|u ∈ V ′, η(u) 6= u}. Each component
will almost be a tree, except for the possible existence of one
2-cycle1 (see Figure3.1). We will call such2-cyclespseudo-
roots. If there is a vertex with no out-arc, that is also called
a pseudo-root. Observe that every pseudo-root contains at
least a unit of open centers.

The procedure we describe here is similar to the reduc-
tion to “3-level trees” in [7]. We break the trees up into a col-
lection of stars, by traversing the trees in a bottom-up fash-
ion, going from the leaves to the root. For any arc(u, u′),
we say thatu′ is theparentof u, andu is achild of u′. Any
client u ∈ V ′ with no in-arc is called aleaf. Consider any

1In general, each component might have one cycle of any length; but
since all edges in a cycle will have the same length, we may assumewithout
loss of generality that there are only 2-cycles.

non-leaf vertexu which is not part of a pseudo-root, such
that all its children are leaves. Letuout denote the parent of
u.

1. Suppose there exists a childu0 of u such that
d(u0, u) ≤ 2d(u, uout), then we make the following
modification: letu1 denote the child ofu that is clos-
est to u; we replace the directed arc(u, uout) with
(u, u1), and make the collection{u, u1} (which is now
a 2-cycle), a pseudo-root. Observe thatd(u0, u) ≥
d(u, uout) becauseu chose to direct its arc towardsuout

instead ofu0.

2. If there is no such childu0 of u, then for every childuin

of u, replace arc(uin, u) with a new arc(uin, uout). In
this process,u has its in-degree changed to zero thereby
becoming a leaf.

pseudo-root

Figure 3.1:The Dependency Tree: Dashed edges represent
private centers, circles represent the local balls

Notice that we have maintained the invariant that there are no
out-arcs from any pseudo-root, and every node has at most
one out-arc. Define mappingσ : V ′ → V ′ as follows: for
eachu ∈ V ′, setσ(u) to u’s parent in the final dependency
graph (if it exists); otherwise (ifu is itself a pseudo-root)
setσ(u) = u. Note that the final dependency graph is a
collection of stars with centers as pseudo-roots.

CLAIM 3.2. For eachw ∈ V ′, we haved(w, σ(w)) ≤
2 · d(w, η(w)).

Proof. Suppose that whenw is considered as vertexu in
the above procedure, step 1 applies. Then it follows that the
out-arc ofw is never changed after this, and by definition of
step 1,d(w, σ(w)) ≤ 2 · d(w, η(w)). The remaining case is
that whenw is considered as vertexu, step 2 applies.

Then from the definition of steps 1 and 2, we obtain that
there is a directed path〈w = w0, w1, · · · , wt〉 in the initial
dependency graph such thatη(w) = w1 andσ(w) = wt. Let
d(w, η(w)) = d(w0, w1) = a.

We claim by induction oni ∈ {1, · · · , t} that
d(wi, wi−1) ≤ a/2i−1. The base case ofi = 1 is obvi-
ous. For anyi < t, assumingd(wi, wi−1) ≤ a/2i−1, we



will show thatd(wi+1, wi) ≤ a/2i. Consider the point when
w’s out-arc is changed from(w,wi) to (w,wi+1); this must
be so, sincew’s out-arc changes from(w,w1) to (w,wt)
through the procedure. At this point, step 2 must have oc-
curred at nodewi, andwi−1 must have been a child ofwi;
henced(wi+1, wi) ≤

1
2 · d(wi, wi−1) ≤ a/2i.

Thus we haved(w, σ(w)) ≤
∑t

i=1 d(wi, wi−1) ≤

a
∑t

i=1
1

2i−1 < 2a = 2 · d(w, η(w)).

At this point, we have a fractional solution(x3, y∗) that
satisfies constraints (2.1)-(2.4) and:

∑

u∈V ′

wu





∑

v∈P(u)

d(u, v)x3
uv + d(u, σ(u))(1−

∑

v∈P(u)

x3
uv)





≤ 4 · LPOpt(3.8)

The inequality follows from (3.7) and Claim3.2.

3.2 Stage II: Reformulating the LP Based on the star-
like structure derived in the previous subsection, we propose
another linear program for which the fractional solution
(x3, y∗) is shown to be feasible with objective value as
in (3.8). Crucially, we will show that this new LP is integral.
Hence we can obtain an integral solution to it of cost at most
4 · LPOpt. Finally we show that any integral solution to our
reformulated LP also corresponds to an integral solution to
the originalMatroidMedian instance, at the loss of another
constant factor.

Consider the LP described in Figure3.2.
The reason we have added the constraint3.10 is the

following: In the objective function, each client incurs only
a cost ofd(u, σ(u)) to the extent to which a private facility
from P(u) is not assigned to it. This means that in our
integral solution, we definitely want a facility to be chosen
from the pseudo-root to whichu is connected if we do not
open a private facility fromP(u); this fact becomes clearer
later. Also, this constraint does not increase the optimal
value of the LP, as shown below.

CLAIM 3.3. The linear programLP2 has optimal value at
most4 · LPOpt.

Proof. Consider the solutionz defined as: zv =
min{y∗v , x

3
uv} = x3

uv for all v ∈ P(u) andu ∈ V ′; all
other vertices havez-value zero. It is easy to see that con-
straints (3.9) and (3.11) are satisfied.

Constraint (3.10) is also trivially true for pseudo-roots
consisting of only one client. Else, let{u1, u2} be any
pseudo-root consisting of two clients. Recall that each
u ∈ {u1, u2} is connected to centers in ballB(u, 2LPu) ⊆
P(u) to extent at least half; hence the totalz-value inside
P(u1) ∪ P(u2) is at least one. Thusz is feasible forLP2,
and by (3.8) its objective value is at most4 · LPOpt.

We show next thatLP2 is in fact, an integral polytope.

LEMMA 3.2. Any basic feasible solution toLP2 is integral.

Proof. Consider any basic feasible solutionz. Firstly, notice
that the characteristic vectors defined by constraints (3.9)
and (3.10) define a laminar family, since all the setsP(u)
are disjoint.

Therefore, the subset of these constraints that are tightly
satisfied byz define a laminar family (of mostly disjoint
sets). Also, by standard uncrossing arguments (see eg. [19]),
we can choose the linearly-independent set of tight rank-
constraints (3.11) to form a laminar family (in fact even a
chain).

But then the vectorz is defined by a constraint matrix
which consists oftwo laminar familieson the ground set of
vertices. Such matrices are well-known to betotally uni-
modular[19], and this fact is used in proving the integrality
of the matroid-intersection polytope. For completeness, we
outline a proof of this fact in the AppendixB. This finishes
the integrality proof.

It is clear that any integral solution feasible forLP2 is
also feasible forMatroidMedian, due to (3.11). We now
relate the objective inLP2 to the originalMatroidMedian

objective:

LEMMA 3.3. For any integral solutionC ⊆ V to LP2, the
MatroidMedian objective value underC is at most3 times
that it was paying in theLP2 solution.

Proof. We show that each clientu ∈ V ′ pays in
MatroidMedian at most 3 times that inLP2. Suppose that
C ∩ P(u) 6= ∅. Thenu’s connection cost is identical to its
contribution to theLP2 solution’s objective. Therefore, we
assumeC ∩ P(u) = ∅.

Suppose thatu is not part of a pseudo-center; let
{u1, u2} denote the pseudo-center thatu is connected to. By
constraint (3.10), there is somev ∈ C

⋂

(P(u1) ∪ P(u2)).
The contribution ofu is d(u, σ(u)) in LP2 andd(u, v) in the
actual objective function forMatroidMedian. We will now
show thatd(u, v) ≤ 3 · d(u, σ(u)).

Without loss of generality letσ(u) = u1 and suppose
that v ∈ P(u2); the other case ofv ∈ P(u1) is easier.
From the property of private centers, we knowd(u2, v) ≤
d(u2, η(u2)) ≤ d(u2, u1). Now if (u1, u2) is created as a
new pseudo-root in step (iii).1, then we have the property
thatd(u1, u2) ≤ d(u1, u), since we choose the closest leaf
to pair up with its parent to form a pseudo-root. Else(u1, u2)
is the original pseudo-root even before the modifications
of step (iii). Thus in that case, by definitiond(u1, u2) =
d(u1, η(u1)) ≤ d(u1, u). Therefore,d(u, v) ≤ d(u, u1) +
d(u1, u2) + d(u2, v) ≤ d(u, u1) + 2 · d(u1, u2) ≤ 3 ·
d(u, u1) = 3 · d(u, σ(u)).

If u is itself (a singleton) pseudo-center then it must be
thatC ∩ P(u) 6= ∅ by (3.10), contrary to the above assump-
tion. If u is part of a pseudo-center{u, u′}. Then it must



minimize
∑

u∈V ′

wu





∑

v∈P(u)

d(u, v)zv + d(u, σ(u))



1−
∑

v∈P(u)

zv







(LP2)

subject to
∑

v∈P(u)

zv ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ V ′(3.9)

∑

v∈P(u1)

zv +
∑

v∈P(u2)

zv ≥ 1 ∀pseudo-roots{u1, u2}(3.10)

∑

v∈S

zv ≤ rM(S) ∀S ⊆ V(3.11)

zv ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ V(3.12)

Figure 3.2: Stage II LP Relaxation

be that there is somev ∈ C ∩ P(u′), by (3.10). The con-
tribution ofu in LP2 is d(u, σ(u)), and inMatroidMedian is
d(u, v) ≤ d(u, u′) + d(u′, v) ≤ 2 · d(u, u′) = d(u, σ(u))
(the second inequality uses property of private centers).

To make this result algorithmic, we need to obtain in
polynomial-time an extreme point solution toLP2. Using
the Ellipsoid method (as mentioned in Section2.2) we can
indeed obtainsomefractional optimal solution toLP2, which
may not be an extreme point. However, such a solution can
be converted to an extreme point ofLP2, using the method
in Jain [14]. (Due to the presence of both “≤” and “≥” type
constraints in (3.9)-(3.10) it is not clear whetherLP2 can be
cast directly as an instance of matroid intersection.)

Altogether, we obtain an integral solution to the
weighted instance fromstep (i) of cost≤ 12 · LPOpt. Com-
bined with the property ofstep (i), we obtain:

THEOREM 3.1. There is a 16-approximation algorithm for
theMatroidMedian problem.

We have not tried to optimize the constant via this approach.
However, getting the approximation ratio to match that for
usualk-median would require additional ideas.

4 MatroidMedian with Penalties

In the MatroidMedian problem with penalties, each client
either connects to an open center thereby incurring the
connection cost, or pays a penalty. Again, we are given a
finite metric space(V, d), a matroidM with ground setV
and a set of independent setsI(M) ⊆ 2V ; in addition we are
also given a penalty functionp : V → R≥0. The goal is to
open centersS ∈ I(M) and identify a set of clientsC1 such
that

∑

u∈C1
d(u, S) +

∑

u∈V \C1
p(u) is minimized. Such

objectives are also called “prize-collecting” problems. In this
section we give a constant factor approximation algorithm
for MatroidMedian with penalties, building on the rounding
algorithm from the previous section.

Our LP relaxation is an extension of the one (LP1) for
MatroidMedian. In addition to the variables{yv; v ∈ V }
and{xuv; u, v ∈ V }, we define for each client an indicator
variablehu whose value equals1 if client u pays a penalty
and is not connected to any open facility. Then, it is
straightforward to see that the following LP is indeed a valid
relaxation for the problem.

min
∑

u∈V

∑

v∈V

d(u, v)xuv+
∑

u∈V

p(u)hu (LP3)

s. t
∑

v∈V

xuv + hu = 1 ∀u ∈ V(4.13)

xuv ≤ yv ∀u ∈ V, v ∈ V(4.14)
∑

v∈S

yv ≤ rM(S) ∀S ⊆ V(4.15)

xuv, yv, hu ≥ 0 ∀u, v ∈ V(4.16)

Let Opt denote an optimal solution of the given penalty
MatroidMedian instance, and letLPOpt denote theLP3

optimum value. SinceLP3 is a relaxation of our problem,
we have that,

LEMMA 4.1. TheLP3 costLPOpt is at most the cost of an
optimal solutionOpt.

Let (x∗, y∗, h∗) denote the optimal LP solution. We
round the fractional variables to integers in two stages. In
the first stage, onlyx∗, h∗ variables are altered such that
the modified solution is still feasible but sparse and has a
cost that isO(1)LPOpt. This stage is similar in nature to
the first stage rounding forMatroidMedian but we need to
be careful when comparing thexuv ’s and theyv ’s — the
primary difficulty is that for any clientu, the sum

∑

v xuv

is not 1. Typically, this is the case in most LP-based
prize-collecting problems, but often, one could argue that
if
∑

v xuv ≥ 2/3, then by scaling we could ensure that it
is at least1; thereforethe (scaled) LP would be feasible to



the original problem (without penalties). However, in our
case (and alsok-median with penalties) since we also have
packing constraints (the matroid rank constraints), simply
scaling the fractional solution is not a viable route.

Once we handle these issues, we show that a new LP
can be written for which the modified fractional solution
is feasible. The constraints of this LP are identical to that
for MatroidMedian; but the objective function is different.
Since that polytope is integral (Lemma3.2) we infer that the
new LP forMatroidMedian with penalties is integral. This
immediately gives us the constant factor approximation for
MatroidMedian with penalties. We now get into the details.

4.1 Stage I: Sparsifying the LP Solution Like in the
matroid median setting, the goal in this stage is to argue
that there exists asparsefractional solution of near optimal
cost. This will enable us to write another LP, which will be
characterized by an integral polytope.

Step (i): Thresholding Penalties.
Let C denote the set of clients paying a penalty at most

to an extent of1/4 in the fractional solution, i.e,C = {u ∈
V |h∗

u < 1
4}. For each clientu ∈ V \ C, we round itsh∗

u to
one and setx∗

uv to zero for allv ∈ V . Let (x1, h1, y∗) denote
this modified solution. We make the following observations:

OBSERVATION 4.1. After the above thresholding operation,
the following inequalities are satisfied.

1. ∀u ∈ C,
∑

v∈V x1
uv > 3

4

2. ∀u ∈ C, h1
u < 1

4

3.
∑

u∈V

(
∑

v∈V x1
uvd(u, v) + h1

up(u)
)

≤ 4 LPOpt

4. ∀u, v ∈ V , if x1
uv > 0 thenp(u) ≥ d(u, v).

5. ∀u, v ∈ V , if x1
uv > 0 thenx1

uv = y∗v or h1
u = 0.

Here, the second-to-last property is true because of the
following: For any clientu ∈ V and centerv ∈ V , if
x1
uv > 0 andd(u, v) > p(u), then we can increaseh1

u to
h1
u + x1

uv and setx1
uv = 0. Such a modification maintains

feasibility and only decreases the objective function value.
The final property can be seen from the following argu-

ment: becausep(u) ≥ d(u, v), wheneverx1
uv > 0, we can

increase the connection variablex1
uv and decreaseh1

u equally
without increasing the objective function untilh1

u becomes0
or x1

uv hitsy∗v .

Step (ii): Clustering Clients.
Let |C| = n′. For each clientu ∈ C, let Du =

∑

v∈V duvx
1
uv denote the fractional connection cost of client

u and X1
u =

∑

v∈V x1
uv denote the total fractional as-

signment towards connection. Also letB(u,R) = {v ∈
V |d(u, v) ≤ R} denote the ball of radiusR centered at
u. For any vertexu, we say thatB(u, 4Du) is the ‘local

ball’ centered atu. The following is a direct consequence of
Markov’s inequality and Observation4.1-(1).

LEMMA 4.2. For any clientu ∈ C,
∑

v∈B(u,4Du)
x1
uv ≥

1
2 .

In words, each client is fractionally connected to centers in
its local ball to an extent of at least1/2.

Now order the clients according to non-decreasingDu

values, and let the ordering beu1, u2, . . . , un′ . Consider the
vertices in the orderu1, u2, . . . , un′ . For a vertexui, if there
exists a vertexuj with j < i such thatd(ui, uj) ≤ 8Dui

,
then we denote this event byui ։ uj and modify the
instance by shifting the location of clientui to uj .

For each clientui, defineπ(ui) = uj iff ui ։ uj , and
π(ui) = ui if ui was not shifted. LetV ′ = π(C) denote the
set of clients that maintain their own local balls (i.e were
not shifted in the above process). For eachu ∈ V ′, let
Cu := {u′ ∈ C|π(u′) = u}. The new instance consists of
|Cu| clients located at each vertexu ∈ V ′ having respective
penalty values{p(u′)|u′ ∈ Cu}.

OBSERVATION 4.2. For u, v ∈ V ′, we haved(u, v) >
8max(Du, Dv).

We obtain a feasible solution(x2, h2, y∗) to this modi-
fied instance as follows. For each eventui ։ uj , do:

Case (i): If X1
ui
≤ X1

uj
: Start with x2

uiv = 0 for all
v. Then, for each vertexv with x1

ujv > 0, connectui to
an extent ofx1

ujv to v, i.e. setx2
uiv = x1

ujv. Finally, set
h2
ui

= h1
uj
≤ h1

ui
.

Case (ii): If X1
ui

> X1
uj

: Start withx2
uiv = 0 for all v. For

eachv with x1
ujv > 0, connectui to an extent ofx1

ujv to v,
i.e. setx2

uiv = x1
ujv. SinceX1

uj
< X1

ui
, we need to further

connectui to other centers to extent of at leastX1
ui
−X1

uj
in

order to avoid increasinghui
. To this end, setx2

ui,w = x1
ui,w

for all w ∈ V with x1
uj ,w = 0. Observe that clientui is now

connected to extent at leastX1
ui

; soh2
ui
≤ 1−X1

ui
= h1

ui
.

Also if a client is not shifted in the above routine, its
x2, h2 variables are the same as inx1, h1. The following
lemma certifies that the objective of the modified instance is
not much more than the original.

LEMMA 4.3.
∑

u∈C

[
∑

v∈V x2
uv · d(π(u), v) + h2

u · p(u)
]

≤
∑

u∈C

[

10
∑

v∈V x1
uv · d(u, v) + h1

u · p(u)
]

.

Proof. We prove the inequality term-wise. Any client that
is not shifted in the above process maintains its contribution
to the objective function. Hence consider a clientui that is
shifted touj (ie. ui ։ uj). It is clear thath2

ui
≤ h1

ui
, so the

penalty contributionh2
u · p(u) ≤ h1

u · p(u). There are two
cases for the connection costs:

Case (i): X1
ui
≤ X1

uj
.



In this case we have,
∑

v∈V x2
uivd(π(ui), v) =

∑

v∈V x2
uivd(uj , v) =

∑

v∈V x1
ujvd(uj , v) = Duj

≤ Dui
.

Case (ii): X1
ui

> X1
uj

.
Here, note thatx2

uiv ≤ x1
uiv + x1

ujv for all v ∈ V . So,

∑

v∈V

x2
uiv · d(uj , v)

≤
∑

v∈V

x1
ujv · d(uj , v) +

∑

v∈V

x1
uiv · d(uj , v)

≤ Duj
+
∑

v∈V

x1
uiv · d(ui, v) +

(

∑

v∈V

x1
uiv

)

· d(uj , ui)

≤ Duj
+Dui

+ d(uj , ui) ≤ 10 ·Dui

Hence in either case, we can bound the new connection
cost by10 ·Dui

.

Thus it follows that(x2, h2, y∗) is a feasible LP solution
to the modified instance of objective value at most10 LPOpt.
We additionally ensure (by locally changingx2, h2) that
condition 4 of Observation4.1holds, namely:
(4.17)
∀u ∈ V ′, u′ ∈ Cu, v ∈ V, if x2

u′v > 0 thend(u, v) ≤ p(u′).

Note that any feasible integral solution to the modi-
fied instance corresponds to one for the original instance,
wherein the objective increases by at most an additive term
of 8 ·

∑

w∈C Dw ≤ 8 · LPOpt. Hence in the rest of the algo-
rithm we work with this modified instance.

Next we modify the connection-variables (leaving
penalty variablesh2 unchanged) of clients exactly as in
step (ii) of the previous section, and also alter the coef-
ficients of somex variables just like in the algorithm for
MatroidMedian. This results in a disjoint set of private cen-
tersP(u) for eachu ∈ V ′ (whereP(u) can be thought of
as the collection of all private centers foru′ ∈ Cu; notice
that these are disjoint for different vertices inV ′), and new
connection variables̃x3 such that:

(a) Each clientu′ depends only on centersP(π(u′)) and
centers in the local ball nearest toπ(u′). The connec-
tion to the latter type of centers is at most half.

(b) For any clientu ∈ V ′ and centerv ∈ P(u), we have
d(u, v) ≤ d(u,w) for any other clientw ∈ V ′.

(c) The total cost under the modified objective is at most
20 ·LPOpt (the factor2 loss is incurred due to changing
the objective coefficients and rearrangements).

(d) For anyu′ ∈ C, v ∈ V with x̃3
u′v > 0 we have

d(π(u′), v) ≤ 3 · p(u′). Additionally, for u′ ∈ C, v ∈
P(π(u′)) with x̃3

u′v > 0 we haved(π(u′), v) ≤ p(u′).

The first three properties above are immediate from the
corresponding properties after step (ii) of Section3. The last
property uses (4.17) and Claim3.1.

We now modify the penalty variables as follows (start-
ing with h3 = h2 andx3 = x̃3). For each clientu′, if it is
connected to centers in the local-ball of anyw ∈ V ′\{π(u′)}
then reseth3(u′) = 0; and increase the connection-variables
x3(u′, ·) to centers in the local-ball ofw until clientu′ is con-
nected to extent one. (Such a modification is possible since
u′ is already connected to extent at least half in the local ball
of π(u′), and there is at least half open centers in any local
ball.) Furthermore, using property (d) above, the new objec-
tive value of(x3, h3, y∗) is at mostthrice that of(x̃3, h3, y∗),
ie. at most60 · LPOpt.

OBSERVATION 4.3. Any clientu′ that hash3(u′) > 0 is
connectedonly to centers inP(π(u′)).

We also applystep (iii) from Section3 to obtain a
mappingσ : V ′ → V ′ satisfying Claim3.2 (recall that
η : V ′ → V ′ maps each client inV ′ to its closest other
client). This increases the objective value by at most factor
2.

Let M = {u′ ∈ C|h3(u′) > 0} denote the clients
that have non-zero penalty variable. For eachu′ ∈ M
let T (u′) ⊆ P(π(u′)) denote the centers that clientu′ is
connected to (We may assume thatT (u′) consists of centers
in P(u) closest tou). The objective of(x3, h3, y∗) can
then be expressed as in the equation in Figure4.3. From
the arguments above, the cost of this solution is at most
120 · LPOpt.

4.2 Stage II: Reformulaing the LP

Reducing center variables y∗. For anyu ∈ V ′, if
∑

v∈P(u) y
∗
v > 1 then we reduce they∗-values inP(u)

one center at a time (starting from the farthest center to
u) until y∗(P(u)) = 1. Clearly this does not cause the
objective to increase. Additionally,y∗ still satisfies the
matroid independence constraints. Thus we can ensure that
∑

v∈P(u) y
∗
v ≤ 1 for all u ∈ V ′. Additionally, the following

two modifications do not increase the objective.

1. Client u′ ∈ M . For all v ∈ T (u′) we
have d(π(u′), v) ≤ p(u′) (property (d) above); set
x3(u′, v) = y∗v .

2. Client u ∈ C \ M . For all v ∈ P(π(u)) we have
d(π(u), v) ≤ d(π(u), σ(π(u))) (property (b) above);
again setx3(u, v) = y∗v .

Thus we can re-write the objective from (4.18) as shown in
Figure4.4 (which is just that in Figure4.3 with thex vari-
ables replaced by they variables). Notice that there are no
x-variables in the above expression. Furthermore,y∗ sat-
isfies all the constraints (3.9)-(3.12). We now consider lin-
ear programLP4 with the linear objective (4.19) and con-
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∑
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 ,(4.18)

Figure 4.3: Modified Objective Function of(x3, h3, y∗)
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Figure 4.4: Objective Function for Sparse LP

straints (3.9)-(3.12). This can be optimized in polynomial
time to obtain an optimal integral solutionF (as described in
Subsection3.2). From the reductions in the previous sub-
section, the objective value ofF under (4.19) is at most
120 · LPOpt. Finally, using Lemma3.3 we obtain thatF
is a feasible solution toMatroidMedian with penalties, of
objective at most360 · LPOpt.

THEOREM 4.1. There is a constant approximation algo-
rithm for MatroidMedian with penalties.

5 The KnapsackMedian Problem

In this section we consider theKnapsackMedian problem.
We are given a finite metric space(V, d), non-negative
weights {fi}i∈V and a boundF . The goal is to open
centersS ⊆ V such that

∑

j∈S fj ≤ F and the objective
∑

u∈V d(u, S) is minimized. We can write a LP relaxation
(LP5) of the above problem similar to (LP) in Section2.1,
where we replace the constraint (2.3) with the knapsack
constraint

∑

v∈V fvyv ≤ F . In addition, we guess the
maximum weight facilityfmax used in an optimum solution,
and if fv > fmax we setyv = 0 (and hencexuv = 0
as well). This is clearly possible since there are onlyn
many different choices forfmax. UnfortunatelyLP5 has an
unbounded integrality gap if we do not allow any violation
in the knapsack constraint. In Subsection5.1, we show that a
similar integrality gap persists even if we add theknapsack-
cover (KC) inequalitiesto strengthenLP5, which have often
been useful to overcome the gap of the natural LP [5].

However, in the following section, we show that with an
additiveslack offmax in the budget, we can get a constant
factor approximation for the knapsack median problem.

The Rounding Algorithm for KnapsackMedian. Let
(x∗, y∗) denote the optimal LP solution ofLP5. The round-
ing algorithm follows similar steps as inMatroidMedian

problem. The first stage is identical to Stage I of Section
3 modifyingxuv variables until we have a collection of dis-
joint stars with pseudo-roots. The total connection cost of
the modified LP solution is at most a constant factor of
the optimum LP cost forLP5. The sparse instance satis-
fies the budget constraint sinceyu variables are never in-
creased. In Stage II, we start with a new LP (LP6) by replac-
ing the constraint3.11of LP2 with the knapsack constraint
∑

v∈V fvzv ≤ F . HoweverLP6 is not integral as opposed to
LP2: it contains the knapsack problem as a special case. We
now give an iterative-relaxation procedure that rounds the
aboveLP6 into an integral solution by violating the budget
by at most an additivefmax and maintaining the optimum
connection cost. The following algorithm iteratively creates
the set of open centersC.

1. InitializeC ← ∅. WhileV 6= ∅ do

(a) Find an extreme point optimum solutionẑ to LP6.

(b) If there is a variablêzv = 0, then remove variable
ẑv, setV = V \ {v}.

(c) If there is a variablêzv = 1, thenC ← C ∪ {v},
V = V \ {v} andF = F − fv.

(d) If none of (b), (c) holds, and|V | = 2 (sayV =
{x1, x2}) then:

• If x1, x2 ∈ P(u) for someu ∈ V ′. If
d(x1, u) ≤ d(x2, u) thenC ← C ∪ {x1}, else
C ← C ∪ {x2}. Break.



• If x1, x2 ∈ P(u1) ∪ P(u2) for some pseudo-
root {u1, u2}. Then C ← C ∪ {x1, x2},
Break.

2. ReturnC

The following lemma guarantees that the connection
cost is at most theOpt cost of LP4 and the budget is not
exceeded by more than an additivefmax.

LEMMA 5.1. The above algorithm finds a solution for knap-
sack median problem that has cost at mostOpt cost ofLP6

and that violates the knapsack budget at most by an additive
fmax.

Proof. First we show that if the algorithm reaches Step
(2), then the solution returned by the algorithm satisfies
the guarantee claimed. In Step (c), we always reduce the
remaining budget byfv if we include the center inC. Thus
the budget constraint can only be violated at Step (d). In Step
(d), in case of tightV ′-constraint, we open only one center
among the two remaining centers. Thus the budget constraint
can be violated by at mostmax{fx1

, fx2
} ≤ fmax. In case

of tight pseudo-root, we havez(x1) + z(x2) = 1 and thus
fx1
· z(x1) + fx2

· z(x2) + max {fx1
, fx2
} ≤ fx1

+ fx2
.

Hence again the budget constraint can be violated by at
most an additivefmax term. The total cost ofLP6 never
goes up in Step (a)-(c). In Step (d), either the nearer center
from {x1, x2} is chosen (in case of tightV ′-constraint), or
both the centers{x1, x2} (in case of tight pseudo-root) are
opened. Thus the connection cost is always upper bounded
byOpt of LP6.

To complete the proof we show that the algorithm in-
deed reaches Step (2). The Steps (1b),(1c) all make progress
in the sense that they reduce the number of variables and
hence some constraints become vacuous and are removed.
Therefore, we want to show whenever we are at an extreme
point solution, then either Step (1b),1(c) apply or we have
reached (1d) and hence Step (2). Suppose that neither (1b)
nor (1c) apply: then there is nozv ∈ {0, 1}. Let the lin-
early independent tight constraints definingz be: T ⊆ V ′

from (3.9), andR (pseudo-roots) from (3.10). From the lam-
inar structure of the constraints and all right-hand-sidesbe-
ing 1, it follows that the sets inT

⋃

R are all disjoint. Fur-
ther, each set inT

⋃

R contains at least two fractional vari-
ables. Hence the number of variables is at least2|T |+ 2|R|.
Now count the number of tight linearly independent con-
straints: There are at most|T | + |R| tight constraints from
(3.9)-(3.10), and one global knapsack constraint. Since at
an extreme point, the number of variables must equal the
number of tight linearly independent constraints, we obtain
|T |+ |R| ≤ 1 and that each set inT ∪R contains exactly two
vertices. This is possible only whenV is some{x1, x2}.

1. |T | = 1. Then there must be someu ∈ V ′ with
x1, x2 ∈ P(u).

2. |R| = 1. Then there must be some pseudo-root
{u1, u2} with x1, x2 ∈ P(u1) ∪ P(u2).

So in either case, Step (1d) applies.

Combining Lemma5.1with Claim 3.3, Lemma3.3and
the property ofstep (i)-Stage-I rounding of Section3, we get
the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. There is a 16-approximation algorithm for
the KnapsackMedian problem that violates the knapsack
constraint at most by an additivefmax, where fmax is
the maximum weight of any center opened in the optimum
solution.

Using enumeration for centers with cost more thanǫF ,
we can guarantee that we do not exceed the budget by
more thanǫF while maintaining a16-approximation for the
connection cost innO( 1

ǫ
) time.

5.1 LP Integrality Gap for KnapsackMedian with Knap-
sack Cover Inequalities There is a large integrality gap for
LP5 with a hard constraint for the Knapsack bound, from
Charikar and Guha [6].

EXAMPLE 5.1. ([6]) Consider |V | = 2 with f1 = N ,
f2 = 1, d(1, 2) = D and F = N for any large positive
realsN andD. An optimum solution that does not violate
the knapsack constraint can open either center1 or 2 but not
both and hence must pay a connection cost ofD. LP5 can
assigny1 = 1 − 1

N andy2 = 1 and thus pay onlyD/N in
the connection cost.

The above example can be overcome by addingknap-
sack covering (KC) inequalities[5]. We now illustrate the
use of KC inequalities in theKnapsackMedian problem.
KC-inequalities are used forcoveringknapsack problems.
AlthoughKnapsackMedian has a packing constraint (at most
F weight of open centers), it can be rephrased as a covering-
knapsack by requiring “at least

∑

v∈V fv − F weight of
closed centers”. Viewed this way, we can strengthen the ba-
sic LP as follows.

Define for any subset of centersS ⊆ V , f(S) :=
∑

v∈S f(v). Then to satisfy the knapsack constraint we
need to close centers worth ofF ′ := f(V ) − F . For any
subsetS ⊆ V of centers withf(S) < F ′ we can write a
KC inequalityassumingthat all the centers inS are closed.
Then, the residual covering requirement is:

∑

v/∈S

min {f(v), F ′ − f(S)}(1− yv) ≥ F ′ − f(S).

There are exponential number of such inequalities; how-
ever using methods in [5] an FPTAS for the strengthened LP
can be obtained. The addition of KC inequalities avoids ex-
amples like5.1; thereF ′ = 1 and settingS = ∅ yields:

min{1, 1} · (1− y1) + min{1, N} · (1− y2) ≥ 1,



ie. y1 + y2 ≤ 1. Thus the LP optimum also has valueD.

However the following example shows that the integral-
ity gap remains high even with KC inequalities.

EXAMPLE 5.2. V = {ai}
R
i=1

⋃

{bi}
R
i=1

⋃

{p, q, u, v} with
metric distancesd as follows: vertices{ai}Ri=1 (resp.
{bi}

R
i=1) are at zero distance from each other,d(a1, b1) =

d(p, q) = d(u, v) = D andd(a1, p) = d(p, u) = d(u, a1) =
∞. The facility-costs aref(ai) = 1 and f(bi) = N for
all i ∈ [R], andf(p) = f(q) = f(u) = f(v) = N . The
knapsack bound isF = 3N . MoreoverN > R≫ 1.

An optimum integral solution must open exactly one
center from each of{ai}Ri=1

⋃

{bi}
R
i=1, {p, q} and{u, v} and

hence has connection cost of(R+ 2)D.
On the other hand, we show that theKnapsackMedian

LP with KC inequalities has a feasible solutionx with much
smaller cost. Definex(ai) = 1/R andx(bi) = N−1

RN for all
i ∈ [N ], andxp = xq = xu = xv = 1

2 . Observe that the
connection cost is

(

R
N + 2

)

D < 3D. Below we show that
x is feasible; hence the integrality gap isΩ(R).

x clearly satisfies the constraint
∑

w∈V fw · xw ≤ F .
We now show thatx satisfies all KC-inequalities. Recall
thatF ′ = f(V ) − F = (R + 1)N + R for this instance.
Note that KC-inequalities are written only for subsetsS with
F ′ − f(S) > 0. Also, KC-inequalities corresponding to
subsetsS with F ′ − f(S) ≥ N = maxw∈V fw reduce to
∑

w 6∈S fw · yw ≤ F , which is clearly satisfied byx. Thus
the only remaining KC-inequalities are from subsetsS with
0 < F ′ − f(S) < N , ie. f(S) ∈ [F ′ − N + 1, F ′ − 1] =
[RN + R + 1, (R + 1)N + R − 1]. Since all facility-costs
are in {1, N} and R < N , subsetS must haveexactly
R + 1 costN facilities. Thus there are exactly three cost-
N facilitiesH in Sc. Sincexw ≤

1
2 for all w ∈ V , we have

∑

w∈H(1− xw) ≥
3
2 . The KC-inequality fromS is hence:

∑

w∈Sc

min {f(w), F ′ − f(S)}(1− xw)

≥
∑

w∈H

min {f(w), F ′ − f(S)}(1− xw)

= (F ′ − f(S)) ·
∑

w∈H

(1− xw) > F ′ − f(S).

The equality usesF ′− f(S) < N and that each facility-cost
in H isN , and the last inequality is by

∑

w∈H(1−xw) ≥
3
2

which was shown above.
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A Bad Example for Local Search with Multiple Swaps

Here we give an example showing that any local search
algorithm for theT -server type problem (ie.MatroidMedian

under partition matroid ofT parts) that uses at mostT − 1
swaps cannot give an approximation factor better thanΩ( nT );
heren is the number of vertices.

The metric is uniform onT +1 locations. There are two
servers of each type: Each location{2, 3, . . . , T} contains
two servers; locations1 andT + 1 contain a single server
each. For eachi ∈ [1, T ], the two copies of serveri are
located at locationsi (first copy) andi + 1 (second copy).
There arem ≫ 1 clients at each locationi ∈ [1, T ] and just
one client at locationT + 1; hencen = 2T +mT + 1. The
bounds on server-types areki = 1 for all i ∈ [1, T ]. The
optimum solution is to pick thefirst copyof each server type
and thus pay a connection cost of1 (the client at location
T + 1). However, it can be seen that the solution consisting
of the second copyof each server type is locally optimal,
and its connection cost ism (clients at location1). Thus the
locality gap ism = Ω(n/T ).

B Proof of TU-ness of Double Laminar Family

We now show that such a matrix istotally unimodular.
For this we use the following classical characterization: A
matrixA is totally unimodular if, for each submatrixA′, its
rows can be labeled+1 or −1 such that every column sum
(when restricted to the rows ofA′ is either+1, 0, or −1.
Consider such a submatrixA′. Clearly, we have chosen some
constraints out of two laminar families, so the chosen rows
also correspond to some two laminar families.

Consider one of these laminar familiesL. We can define
a forest by the following rules: We have a node for each
set/tight-constraint inL. NodesS andT are connected by
a directed edge fromS to T , iff T ⊆ S, and there exists no
tight constraintT ′ ∈ L \ {S, T} such thatT ⊆ T ′ ⊆ S.
Then, we can label each set ofL in the following manner:
each node of an odd level gets a label+1 and labels of
an even levels are−1 (say roots has level of1, and its
children have level2, and so on). By the laminarity, we
know that a variablezv appears in all the tight constraints
which correspond to nodes on a path from some root to some
other node. By the way we have labeled these constraints, we
know that any such sum is either+1, or 0 (see FigureB.5).

Similarly, we can label each set of the second laminar
family L′ in the opposite fashion: each node of an odd level

+1

−1

+1

Figure B.5:Labeling the laminar family

gets label−1 and nodes of even levels get+1. Again, zv
appears in all the tight constraints corresponding to nodes
on a path from some root to some node, and the sum of
these labels is either−1 or 0. Therefore, the total sum
corresponding to the column forzv is either+1, 0, or −1,
which completes the proof.


